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Abstract

With the increasing demand for wind energy, it is important to be able to under-

stand and predict the available wind resources. To that end, the present wind tunnel

study addresses the flow in the induction and entrance region of wind farms

through particle image velocimetry, with focus on differences between actuator

disks and two-bladed rotating wind turbine models. Both staggered and aligned

farm layouts are examined for three different incoming wind directions. For each

layout, 69 disks or turbines are used, and the field of view ranges from 12 rotor

diameters upstream of the farms to 8 diameters downstream of the first row. The

results show that the induction, or blockage effect, is higher for the disks, even

though the thrust (or drag) coefficient is the same. In contrast, the wake is stronger

downstream of the turbines. The orientation and layout of the farm do not have a

major impact on the results. Modal decomposition of the flow shows that the flow

structure similarity between the disk and turbines improves downstream of the

second row of wake generating objects, indicating that the substitution of wind tur-

bines by actuator disks is more appropriate for wind farms than for the investigation

of single wakes.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In classical momentum theory, a wind turbine is modeled as a pressure drop,1 often called an actuator disk (AD). In this way, the induction region

and wake region that are typical of the interaction between flow and turbine are modeled. Due to relatively simple implementation and reduced

computational costs, it is still common to use the AD methodology in simulations, in particular when modeling a wind farm consisting of multiple

turbines (e.g., previous studies2–5).

It is similarly possible to simplify experiments by using static porous disks as wind turbine models, which represent the experimental equiva-

lent to ADs. Thus, here porous disks will also be referred to as ADs. Single ADs have been used to study wake meandering,6,7 the wake of a

yawed turbine,8 the effect of transient loads,9 the effect of the boundary layer on the wake,10 and, recently, the effect of inertial particles on the

turbulent wake.11 However, the major benefit comes when studying a wind farm with multiple turbines. As such, ADs have been used to measure

the power output of a wind farm through drag measurements12 and the power output through strain gages on the individual turbines in a farm.13
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There are scaling challenges when using miniature wind turbines, for example, it is not possible to maintain both the same tip speed ratio and

Reynolds number seen for utility-scale turbines. However, the disadvantages are compensated by the possibility to measure large flow fields com-

pared to the turbine, as well as the possibility to control the incoming flow. Lab-scale experiments are still commonly used (e.g., previous

studies12–18) and are needed to improve the understanding of wind turbine and wind farm flow physics and to be used as calibration and verifica-

tion of numerical models.19

The near wake of a wind turbine is a complex flow. It is highly three dimensional, consisting of tip and root vortices that are transported

downstream forming helical structures and asymmetric wake profiles.14,19,20 Many of these flow phenomena cannot be replicated by a static

AD. After some distance, in a transition region, the vortices break down. The flow in the far wake is not so greatly influenced by the turbine spe-

cific features, but rather determined by global features as the thrust coefficient ðCTÞ, power coefficient, and the incoming flow.19 The far wake

begins somewhere between 2 and 4 rotor diameters ðDÞ downstream of the turbine.19 This is a shorter distance than the 5�10D spacing

between turbines in many commercial wind farms.21 Thus, for many practical applications, it is not necessary to know the detailed features of the

near wake, and the use of ADs can be justified.

In addition to the velocity deficit in the wake, momentum theory also predicts reduced velocity in the flow upstream of wind turbines.

Through vortex theory, Medici et al.22 demonstrated numerically and experimentally that an induction zone model based on a vortex approach

reasonably predicts the flow upstream of three different lab-scale wind turbines. The applicability of the model has later been confirmed by wind

tunnel measurements14,23 and full-scale measurements.23,24 Bastankhah and Porté-Agel14 also showed a small asymmetry in the induction region

of a wind turbine in a boundary layer. Based on RANS simulations, Troldborg and Meyer Forsting25 developed a new analytical model of the wind

turbine blockage, which yielded accurate results at distances more than 0:5D upstream of the turbine.

Many modern wind turbines are located in clusters and are affected by each other. The flow in and around a wind farm can be divided into

the wind farm induction region, the entrance and development region, the fully developed region, the exit region, and the wind farm wake.19

Through met-mast measurements and RANS simulations, Bleeg et al.26 demonstrated that wind turbines in a farm are affected not only by the

wakes of the turbines upstream but also by the combined induction of downstream turbines. As such, there is a global blockage reducing the avail-

able power in the wind. The findings have later been confirmed by field measurements performed by Schneemann et al.27 They found a measur-

able effect under stably stratified ABL conditions but not in the unstable case. Later, Segalini and Dahlberg17 investigated how the global

blockage changed with the number of rows and with changing distance from the first row to the rest of the farm. Based on vortex theory,

Branlard and Meyer Forsting28 introduced a model to describe the wind farm flow, targeted to include the global induction in particular. They

report only a small overestimation of the velocity in the induction region. Recently, Segalini29 developed an analytical model for wind farm block-

age, which agreed with RANS simulations.

In the entrance region of a wind farm, covering the first rows of turbines, the flow at turbine height is heterogeneous and dominated by

wakes of individual turbines.19 Chamorro and Porté-Agel showed that the tip vortices lose their strength moving downstream in the wind farm. In

fact, the tip vortices shed by the second row of turbines are already weaker than those shed by the first row.18 The transport of energy from the

flow above a wind farm into the farm is important for the available energy and has been studied extensively (e.g., previous studies18,30–34). In the

developed regions of a farm, the energy transport is dominated by turbulent fluctuations, while in the developing regions near the entrance of the

farm, the mean vertical velocity is the driving factor.

Matching flow statistics around ADs and wind turbines, both for single wake generating objects (WGOs) and WGOs in wind farms, has

received considerable attention in the literature. Examples of such validations in numerical simulations are found in previous studies.35–39 Differ-

ent studies have also compared AD wakes to wind turbine wakes experimentally. Aubrun et al.40 investigated the wakes of an AD and a lab-scale

wind turbine in both homogeneous isotropic turbulence and in a simulated atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). At 3D downstream of the WGOs,

they found that the turbulent statistics up to the fourth moment matched between the WGOs. Also, in the work of Lignarolo et al.,41 the mean

wake profiles of a wind turbine and an AD agree well, although the turbulence intensity tends to be higher in the shear layer of the wind turbine

wake compared to the AD wake. Furthermore, they demonstrated that the tip vortices lead to different transport mechanisms between the wake

and the free-stream. Camp and Cal42,43 experimentally compared the flow around a WGO in the fourth row of wind farms containing turbines

and ADs. They found that the turbine yields higher turbulent stresses in the wake, higher turbulent production, and also higher vertical energy

entrainment into the wake region. Both one-point and two-point statistics were found to match in the far wake centerline downstream of a tur-

bine and porous disk by Neunaber et al.44

The aforementioned experimental studies use different AD designs. They can broadly be divided into ADs constructed of wire meshes

(Aubrun et al.40 and Lignarolo et al.41) and ADs with spars protruding from the center, held together by rings at different radial positions (Camp

and Cal42,43 and Neunaber et al.44). The differences in wakes of the different types have received some attention in the literature. Aubrun et al.45

compared the wakes of two ADs with different designs, one wire mesh disk and the non-uniform disk of Camp and Cal,42,43 measured in nine dif-

ferent facilities. The process of choosing a design for an AD that best acts as a static wind turbine model was highlighted by Helvig et al.46 They

ended up with a non-uniform design, similar to the Camp and Cal42,43 disk and showed that it could reproduce the mean features of the wake sat-

isfactorily but that the instantaneous structures in the wake differed significantly. Recently, Vinnes et al.21 compared the far wake of two ADs,

one from each of the design principles. Their results highlight the importance of carefully choosing the AD design, as even the mean velocity
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profiles of the two disks differ in the far wake, and the governing physics of the wakes are different. Neither of the disks could reproduce the

asymmetry in a wind turbine wake.

To date, no studies have investigated the induction region of an AD experimentally or explicitly compared the induction region of rotating

turbines with ADs. Camp and Cal42,43 measured the flow upstream of an AD and a wind turbine, but those measurements were taken inside a

wind farm such that the flow was dominated by the wakes of upstream WGOs. Their studies are also the only ones comparing ADs to rotating

turbines in wind farms experimentally.

This study compares both the induction region and the beginning of the entrance region of wind farms modeled by ADs and wind turbines.

The entrance region is separated into the wake region downstream of the first and second rows of WGOs and the entrainment region above the

same rows. Measurements were performed with particle image velocimetry (PIV), such that full flow fields can be evaluated. The field of view

ranges from 12D upstream of the farm to 8D downstream of the leading row, as well as from the ground up to 2:6D above the top tip of the

WGOs. Both aligned and staggered farm layouts are evaluated, with three different incoming wind directions, yielding a total of 12 flow cases.

Although the induction is important for the wind farm production, the flow in this region of a wind farm has not previously been compared

between ADs and rotating wind turbine models. The significance here is to shed light on the impact of the AD simplification on the conclusions

drawn from the induction and entrance regions of a wind farm.

2 | EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Two-bladed, freely rotating models were used as wind turbines in this study. While three-bladed turbines are the most common at utility scale,

several earlier studies have also employed two-bladed models.22,41,47–49 Furthermore, the specific turbines used in the current study have been

used in numerous previous studies.17,18,46,50 The mean velocities in the wake are not significantly altered when comparing two- and three-bladed

rotors,51,52 and existing analytical formulae provide relationships that agree reasonably well with both two- and three-bladed rotors.28,29,53 Thus,

for the purpose of this study, two-bladed models are acceptable. The turbine models have a CT of 0.57,46 a diameter of D¼45mm, and they are

mounted to a tower with a hub height of h¼65mm. It should be noted that the measured CT was averaged over several turbines. The tip speed

ratio of the models is approximately 5.17 However, the rotational speed of the turbines was not controlled in Helvig et al46 or in the present study,

so there might be differences in thrust and rotational speed between the individual turbines due to different friction. For more details on the

turbines, see earlier works.17,18,46,50 A front view of the model wind turbine is shown in Figure 1A.

The ADs are non-uniform porous disks with decreasing blockage with increasing distance from the center. They have CT ¼0:56,46 D¼45mm,

and were mounted to towers similar to the wind turbine towers. Helvig et al.46 found that this particular disk design produced the flow field that

best matched the flow around the rotating models. They showed that the mean velocity statistics of the wakes of this AD and the turbines used

here match reasonably well, although the instantaneous structures differ due to the tip vortices in the wind turbine wake. The design is the

NHD35 disk in that work. A schematic of the AD is shown in Figure 1B.

For both the ADs and the wind turbine models, six different wind farm layouts were investigated. To approximate a wind farm of infinite size,

a total of 69 WGOs were used in each layout. Preliminary measurements of the induction region showed little dependence on the size of the wind

farm. The different layouts are shown in Figure 2. The top row shows an aligned farm, positioned at three different angles relative to the incoming

flow. These cases are named A0, A15, and A30 for 0�, 15�, and 30� rotation of the farm, respectively. In the same way, the bottom row shows a

F IGURE 1 Schematics of (A) the model wind turbine and (B) the actuator disk used in the present work.

VINNES ET AL. 1051
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staggered farm at the same angles, with naming convention S0, S15, and S30. For turbines and disks, a T or a D is added in front, such that, for

example, TA0 is the aligned turbine case at 0� rotation. Note that the WGOs were yawed such that they always face the incoming flow, and that

one of the disks or turbines in the leading row was kept at the same physical position relative to the data acquisition cameras for comparison. This

WGO is the object farthest to the left of the illuminated plane (shown in green) for each layout in Figure 2 and will be referred to as the leading

WGO. The spacing between the WGOs was S¼5D in both directions, and for the staggered cases, every other row was shifted by S=2¼2:5D.

The disks and turbines were mounted by magnets to a circular steel plate positioned on the wind tunnel floor, as illustrated by the gray circles in

Figure 2. This led to a small step (3mm) approximately 6D upstream of the leading WGO.

The measurements were done in the large, recirculating wind tunnel at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU). It has a

closed test section with a length of 11.15 m and a width of 2.71 m. The height of the test section increases gradually from 1.8 to 1.85 m to com-

pensate for the growing boundary layers along the test section and ensure that the pressure gradient is zero in the streamwise direction with an

empty test section. The leading WGO is located 37D downstream of the entrance of the test section.

The origin of the coordinate system is set to the center of the leading WGO as indicated in the sketch in Figure 3, with x being the

streamwise component and z the vertical component. In any figure plotted with the vertical axis, the right side also shows the ~z coordinates, which

is the vertical coordinate with the zero position at the steel plate.

Two-dimensional, two-component PIV was used for collecting the velocity fields. To evaluate the effect the induction region has on a turbine,

the measurement plane was spanwise centered at the location of the leading WGO. The total field consists of four separate PIV fields, each with

dimensions 4:6D�6:8D (height�width). Two LaVision Imager LX Pro 16 Mpx cameras were positioned outside the plexiglass wall of the wind

tunnel. The flow was illuminated by a Litron L200-15, Nd-YAG dual-pulse laser, with a wavelength of 532nm and a measured power of 208mJ

per pulse. A set of spherical and cylindrical lenses were used to create a thin laser sheet. The laser and lenses were positioned above the tunnel,

and light was directed into the tunnel through a plexiglass roof. After acquiring the two upstream fields (shown in dark green in Figure 3) for all

the experimental cases, the cameras and laser were moved downstream to capture the two remaining fields (light green in Figure 3). The wind

tunnel was seeded by a Martin Magnum 2500Hz smoke machine using the Martin Rush & Thrill Haze Fluid, yielding particles with a size of

approximately 1 μm. For each test case, approximately 1000 image pairs were obtained. Tests show that the mean velocity converges to �0:5%

F IGURE 2 The six different layouts used in the current experimental campaign. The green line shows the extent of the field of view, while
the dashed line illustrates the spanwise centerline of the aligned and staggered farms. The gray circle represents the steel plate the wake
generating objects were mounted to.

1052 VINNES ET AL.
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after 500 image pairs. Only the center of the wake converges slower but still within �1% after 500 frames. The sampling frequency was 0.6Hz

ensuring that each instantaneous vector field is statistically independent. Both the cameras and the laser were controlled through a LaVision

programmable timing unit (PTU-X) by LaVision DaVis 8.

The images were pre-processed to reduce noise before PIV calculations were performed over three passes with a final window size of

48�48px and a window overlap of 50%. Each of the four fields of view then contained 204�137 (height�width) vectors. All further processing

was done in Matlab. For the sets of fields acquired simultaneously, a stitching algorithm was applied for every instantaneous pair of vector fields.

Figure 4 shows examples of the stitched fields for the TA0 and DA0 cases. The dashed lines indicate where the two independent sets of fields

overlap such that stitching of instantaneous fields is impossible. Instead, the same stitching algorithm was used on the calculated mean statistics

to achieve the final full field of view. In the final stitching of the means, the variables were normalized by the free-stream velocity U∞. The two

sets of velocity vectors were also corrected to each other by a factor determined by the mean velocity in a defined window in the overlapping

region between the fields of view. This correction factor did not exceed 0.8% for any of the experimental cases. After removing the outermost

vectors of the total field, the final field of view is 590�133 vectors, covering approximately �12≤ x=D≤8 and �1:4≤ z=D≤3:1 or 0≤~z=h≤3:1ð Þ.
The vector spacing was 0:034D in both directions.

F IGURE 3 Schematics of the experimental setup. The two dark green fields were captured for all experimental cases, before the cameras and
laser were moved downstream to capture the two light green fields. The second wake generating object, colored light gray, is included from the
aligned, 0� case, but the position will vary with the different layouts, whereas the first object is always at the same spot.

F IGURE 4 Instantaneous velocity fields for the TA0 (top) and DA0 (bottom) cases. The dashed lines show where the upstream and
downstream instantaneous fields, acquired separately, overlap. The downstream field is shown in the overlap.

VINNES ET AL. 1053
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U∞ was measured by a Pitot tube mounted to the roof of the tunnel above the farm. The top tip of the WGOs reached just above 5% of

the wind tunnel height. If the wind farm frontal area is considered as as a solid box, the open area on both sides of the farm ensures that the

blockage of the tunnel is well below 5%, such that confinement effects on the measured U∞ should be negligible.54 This was also checked by mea-

suring the free-stream velocity over farms with different number of turbines, and no measurable effect on U∞ was found. Throughout the cam-

paign, U∞ was kept at 6:35�0:04m/s, yielding a Reynolds number based on D and the free-stream velocity of Re∞ ¼U∞D=ν¼18;500�200.

The Reynolds number based on the velocity at the hub of the leading turbine/AD, measured without any WGOs in the tunnel, was

Rehub ¼UhubD=ν¼17;200.

Figure 5 shows the undisturbed velocity profiles, acquired without any WGOs but with the steel mounting plate in the tunnel. The

profiles are averaged over five vectors in the streamwise direction. The same averaging procedure is used for all vertical profiles presented in this

paper. For the streamwise profiles, the same averaging of five vector rows is done in the vertical direction. In addition, they are smoothed with a

nine-vector moving average in the streamwise direction. The profiles in Figure 5 are typical examples of an evolving boundary layer. The turbu-

lence intensity, defined as u0=U, with u0 being the root mean square of the streamwise velocity fluctuations u, and U denoting the mean velocity,

is approximately 7%. This is in the lower end of the recordings at GROWIAN, where the turbulence intensity typically was in the range from 5%

to 15%.55 However, lower turbulence enables the differences in the governing physics between the turbines and ADs to be more readily

observed.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Induction region

Vertical profiles of the streamwise velocity are shown for all experimental cases at different streamwise positions in Figure 6. At 10D upstream of

the leading WGO, there is already a small induction effect present. This increases gradually when the distance to the farm is reduced. Far

upstream, the induction has the same magnitude throughout the measurement domain, such that the velocity profiles are similar to the

undisturbed boundary layer case but with a smaller magnitude. In this region, the induction is mainly an effect of the global wind farm induction.

Starting at 1D upstream, the induction is noticeably higher in proximity to the WGO, indicated with dotted lines. Here, the local induction of the

single turbine starts affecting the flow more. In this region, the induction of the disks and turbines are distinguishable. The induction upstream of

the AD farms is noticeably higher than that of the turbine farms. It is interesting to note that the layout of the farm does not seem to affect the

induction, while there is a significant difference between the induction upstream of the two different WGOs. Figure 7 shows the vertical velocity

profiles at the same streamwise positions. Starting around 5D upstream of the farms, there is increased upward flow compared to the clean

boundary layer case. The velocity magnitude difference grows approaching the farms. The added vertical velocity is more prominent in the top

part of the measurement domain. If the horizontal velocity inside the farm is treated as small, the vertical velocity is an integrated effect of all the

induction below a certain height. Hence, the higher level of vertical velocity in the top of the measurement domain agrees with the measured

induction. For the two profiles measured closest to the WGOs, the vertical velocity is directed outwards from the center of the WGO. The

upward velocity upstream of the top half of the WGOs has a higher magnitude than the corresponding downward velocity upstream of the bot-

tom half. This arises from the integrated upward velocity seen already at x=D¼�5 and the floor blocking the flow from being directed down-

wards. The magnitude, both upward and downward, is higher for the disk cases, consistent with the profiles in Figure 6. Just above the floor, at

F IGURE 5 Profiles of the undisturbed boundary layer velocity (left) and turbulence intensity (right) measured at different positions in the
clean configuration. The dotted lines mark the top and bottom tip positions of the WGOs.
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x=D¼�5, the magnitude of vertical velocity suddenly increases. This is just downstream of the small step (3mm) onto the steel plate, and it is the

same for all farm cases and the clean flow. It is not visible closer to the farm, and does not affect the reported results.

A clearer view on the streamwise evolution of the induction can be obtained by looking at the streamwise velocity profiles at hub height,

shown in Figure 8. As far as 12D upstream of the farm, the streamwise velocity is reduced by 1% to 2% just by the presence of the farm. It seems

like the disks have a slightly higher induction this far upstream, but these differences are within the measurement uncertainties (0.5% of U∞ ,

based on the uncertainty in the velocities measured by the Pitot tube and the PIV). Just upstream of the AD, the measured induction is 20%

whereas it is 15% upstream of the turbine, which shows a significant difference despite the similar drag of the two WGOs. This is surprising, as it

contradicts the direct relationship between thrust and induction in the linear momentum theory. However, the velocity at hub height has the max-

imum difference, and the measurements do not tell us anything about the out-of-plane induction, such that the total induction over the WGO

swept area is unknown and might be more equal.

While Figure 8 shows the induction at hub height, it does not give information about how the velocity reduction is distributed over the height

of the WGOs. To obtain that information, the axial induction factor a can be used. In linear momentum theory, it is defined as the difference

between the free-stream velocity far upstream and the velocity crossing the AD, normalized by the free-stream velocity, that is,

a¼ U∞�Udiskð Þ=U∞. This definition does not account for the non-uniform velocity profile and vertical velocity in the evolving boundary layer.

F IGURE 6 Vertical streamwise velocity profiles in the induction region of the farm.

F IGURE 7 Profiles of the vertical velocity in the induction region of the farm.

VINNES ET AL. 1055
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The streamlines in Figure 9 illustrate the upward displacement of the flow. It is more relevant to calculate the induction of the flow hitting the

WGO itself. Therefore, the induction factor used here, a ∗ , is calculated as the induction of the flow inside two streamlines, with the far upstream

velocity U0 being at x=D¼�12 and taking Udisk just upstream of the disk, such that

a ∗ ¼ U0�Udiskð Þ=U0: ð1Þ

The distribution is then found by calculating a ∗ between streamlines passing through every 0:1D at the WGO location. Note that for clarity

only every other streamline used in the computations are shown in Figure 9. To also see the effect on the surrounding flow, Figure 10 shows a ∗

through most of the height of the measurement domain. To improve the readability of the following figures, only 0� cases are plotted. The analysis

was done for all cases, and, as was observed for the velocity profiles, there are no significant differences between the different farm orientations.

Figure 10 confirms the higher induction upstream of the disks. Around the center of the WGO the difference is as high as Δa ∗ ¼0:035, or

19% of the AD induction. This is to some extent compensated by a higher induction above the turbines, in particular in the region around z=D¼1.

Again, this induction is only for the spanwise center of the WGO, and the current data does not reveal the extent of the induction in the out-of-plane

direction. In particular, the rotational effect of the turbine leads to asymmetries in the induction.14 Even though it seems like the total induction is

higher for the disk, it might be partly or fully compensated by the induction over the total rotor/disk area. Nevertheless, it is clear that the induction,

or at least the induction distribution, differs between the AD and turbine. Still, the difference is not as large for the global wind farm induction.

The recently developed wind farm blockage model by Segalini29 is a simple linearized model based on superposition of the induction of indi-

vidual turbines. It reads

F IGURE 8 Streamwise velocity distribution at hub height. The inset provides a close-up of the region near the wake generating objects.

F IGURE 9 Mean streamwise velocity in the induction region for TA0. The streamlines are equidistant just upstream of the turbine.
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UðxÞ
U∞

¼1þ
XN

n¼1

fCTðx�ξnÞ
8 x� ξnj j3

, ð2Þ

where x¼ ½x,y,z� and ξn is the position of turbine n, with ξ being the x coordinate. To correct for the linearity of the model, a modified thrust coef-

ficient fCT ¼2 1� ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�CT

p� �
is used. A wake-loss correction, obtained from a Jensen model56 with expansion coefficient 0.04, has been used to

calculate the actual force magnitude imposed by each rotor. Furthermore, to account for the solid boundary of the wind tunnel floor, all turbines

are mirrored at the plane ~z¼0.

In Figure 11, the present results are compared to the model given in Equation (2).29 The model assumes uniform incoming flow. However,

since the present results are from an evolving boundary layer, the values have been normalized to the undisturbed flow, Uclean, at the same posi-

tion rather than the free-stream velocity. The model was proposed to be valid only upstream of x=D¼�2, and as such, only values upstream of

this point are shown in the figure. There is scatter in the results, nevertheless, the model consistently underpredicts the velocity deficit for both

farm layouts and both ADs and turbines by approximately 1% (see Figure 11). The deviations might come from the non-uniform inflow conditions

in the experiments or any small confinement effects in the wind tunnel. Earlier lab-scale works report that the global induction is about 1% stron-

ger in a boundary layer50 than in a uniform flow.17 This trend agrees with the current results and indicates that the influence of the boundary layer

F IGURE 11 Comparison of experimental data to the model proposed by Segalini.29 The experimental data are taken at hub height. Colors
range from dark at x=D¼�12 to light at x=D¼�2. An average over a five by five vector window is calculated and used for each point in the
scatter plot. Dotted lines indicate where the deviation is 1% and 2% of the undisturbed velocity.

F IGURE 10 Distribution of the modified induction factor a ∗ (see Equation 1). The vertical coordinate corresponds to the mid-point between
two streamlines just upstream of the WGO.
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is significant. In full-scale wind farms, the magnitude of the induction depends on the ABL conditions.27 With regards to that, Equation (2) predicts

the global induction reasonably well.

3.2 | Wake region

The wakes of the porous disk and the model wind turbine were examined in detail by Helvig et al.46 However, their measurements were per-

formed in a uniform flow and with a smaller field of view. In addition, the presence of another WGO in the wake of the first one has not been

studied. It is therefore interesting to make a short comparison between the wakes in this work.

Profiles of the streamwise velocity in the wake of the leading WGOs are shown in Figure 12. In the near wake, there are only minor differences

between the different farm layouts. In contrast, the far wakes show dependence on the layouts, as wakes of other turbines or ADs start to protrude

into the measurement plane for some of the incoming flow angles. It is thus hard to make a direct comparison between all the farms. Therefore, the

analysis is limited to the 0� cases. They serve as the extreme cases, with the second row WGO being centered in the measurement plane for the

aligned case, and with the second rowWGO being located at the maximum 2:5D away from the measurement plane for the staggered cases.

The near wake of the leading row turbine is stronger in the top half, while the wake of the AD is marginally stronger for the bottom half.

However, beneath the bottom tip, the velocity is significantly higher for the turbine. These differences persist throughout the measurement

domain for the staggered farms, albeit with a reduced magnitude. The velocity deficit in the AD and wind turbine wakes approach each other,

such that only minor differences are seen at x=D¼8. Due to the effect of the second row WGO, this can only be observed for the staggered

cases. The differences below the bottom tip of the WGOs persist longer. For the aligned cases, the induction of the second row WGO, located at

x=D¼5, is evident in the profiles at x=D¼4:75. As with the leading WGO, the upstream induction is larger for the AD. In the same way as down-

stream of the leading WGO, the wake of the turbine is stronger than the AD wake downstream of the second row WGO, seen in the profiles at

x=D¼6:5. This time, however, the difference lies in the center of the wake. Also, the velocity reduction below the bottom tip is higher for the

AD. The wake profiles homogenize more rapidly downstream of the second WGOs, but the difference in the flow beneath the bottom tips

F IGURE 12 Profiles of the streamwise velocity downstream of the leading wake generating object. Only the 0� cases are shown.

F IGURE 13 (A) Energy fraction of POD modes and (B) cumulative energy fraction of POD modes. The data plotted in green are for an
interrogation window downstream of the second row wake generating object.
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persists farther downstream. The reduced velocity of the flow beneath the tips for the AD cases can be an effect of the tower. The expected

global rotation of the flow downstream of a wind turbine would move the effect of the turbine tower out of the measurement plane, which

explains the higher velocity for the turbine cases. In sum, the induction is higher for the disks, and the wakes are stronger for the turbines. From

this, it can be seen that the drag, or thrust, of a WGO cannot be determined directly from two-dimensional induction or wake integration.

Downstream of the first WGO, at x=D¼1:5, all velocity profiles have two minima, one in the top half and one in the bottom half of the wake.

The magnitude of the minima varies between the AD and turbine cases, as described in the previous paragraph. At the same downstream distance

from the second WGO, for the aligned cases, the two minima only exist in the AD wake, while the turbine wake has a larger, centered minimum.

Thus, the different wakes of the leading WGOs impact the second row WGO in distinct ways (although unknown differences in the rotational

speed of the turbines might also influence the wake). To further evaluate this, it is interesting to perform a modal decomposition to evaluate the

structures in the flow. For this purpose, snapshot proper orthogonal decomposition (POD), developed by Sirovich,57 has been applied. Every

instantaneous velocity fluctuation field is viewed as a snapshot un, which is decomposed into modes ϕi. Every mode has a corresponding energy

F IGURE 14 The streamwise component of the first four modes of the 0� cases. The last two rows are for the modes downstream of the
second row wake generating object.
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value, namely, λi, and it is possible to order modes by their energy content with i¼1 being the first mode with the highest energy. The most ener-

getic modes thus contain the most energetic spatial structures in the flow. The modes are related to the snapshots through

un ¼
XN

n¼1

An
i ϕi, ð3Þ

where A is a coefficient matrix and N is the number of snapshots or instantaneous velocity fields.

For the wake region, snapshot POD was performed on a limited field of interest in the wake of the leading and second row WGOs. The field

stretches from 1D to 3D downstream of the WGOs. For the second row WGOs, the limits are then 6D and 8D; recall the second turbine is located

at 5D. Vertically, the interrogation window is limited to �0:75≤ z=D≤0:75. The energy content of the modes is shown in Figure 13. For the

aligned case, a 1 or 2 is appended to the case name for the wake of the leading and second row WGOs, respectively. The first couple of modes

downstream of the leading turbine display the highest energy content, while the corresponding modes downstream of the second row turbine

have lower energy content. In fact, the energy content of the modes downstream of the second row turbine is similar to the energy content in

the modes downstream of the leading AD. For the second row AD, the energy content is slightly higher than for the leading AD. It is interesting

to note that the wake of the leading WGO has a different effect on the energy content of the second row WGO depending on whether it is an

AD, which yields a higher energy content, or turbine, which yields a lower energy content.

To further understand the structures, it is also possible to look at the modes themselves. The streamwise component of the first four modes

for each of the six POD cases are shown in Figure 14. The first two modes of the leading turbine wake are dominated by structures in the top

shear layer of the wake, that is, tip vortices. The tip vortices in the bottom of the interrogation window are also clear, but weaker than the top.

This is possibly an effect of the tower or the higher shear and turbulence intensity in this region. In agreement with previous results, the tip vorti-

ces are not present in the AD wakes.46 The large structures in the most energetic mode of the disk wake are similar, although not identical, to the

third mode of the leading wind turbine wake. The next modes in the AD wakes contain gradually smaller structures. This is in accordance with

many turbulent flows without periodicity, where the large structures carry most of the energy. It can be compared to the classical spectra of

velocity fluctuations, where the same behavior is observed.

The four displayed modes of the wake of the second row turbine do not show any trace of the tip vortices. The turbulent inflow in the wake

from the leading turbine leads to faster breakdown of the vortices. Instead, the modes are more similar to the modes of the second row AD, and

are also more like the modes downstream of the leading disks. The instantaneous swirling strength in Figure 15 illustrates how the tip vortices are

much stronger downstream of the first turbine than the second. Earlier works have shown that tip vortices are less prominent after 10 rows of

turbines58 and, indeed, already after the second turbine.18 The similarity between the first four modes in the wakes of the second row WGOs

show that the main turbulent structures, and therefore some of the transport mechanisms, in the flow are similar. This is important, because even

though earlier works have shown that the energy entrainment mechanism is changed by the lack of tip vortices in the wake of a single AD com-

pared to a wind turbine,41,46 this difference is reduced already after the second row of WGOs. Thus, an AD might replicate the flow in a wind

farm better than they do for a single turbine. This is a significant result, as it shows that wind farm modeling can be performed by simple, non-

rotating models, with a smaller impact on the results than expected from single WGO comparisons.

The inflow to any downstream turbine is turbulent, yielding higher turbulent mixing. This leads to enhanced transition to the far wake.59 The

modal decomposition shows that the turbulence in the wind farm does not get more complicated after the second row of WGOs. Instead, the sig-

nature of the WGO becomes less prominent. The reduction of the size of the structures with increasing mode number is an indication of the tur-

bulent cascade, although a general influence of the WGO is still visible.

F IGURE 15 Instantaneous swirling strength for TA0.
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3.3 | Entrainment region

Entrainment of energy from the flow above a wind farm is important to facilitate wake recovery and thus give power to downstream turbines.

One important factor for the entrainment of mean kinetic energy (MKE) is the transport by turbulent fluctuations.33,41,60,61 Mathematically, it is

formulated as �Uu0w0=U3
∞. The negative sign ensures that positive values represent downward transport of energy. Figure 16A shows the turbu-

lent transport of MKE at several heights above the WGOs, as well as at the bottom tip of the WGOs. The highest position is at 1D above the top

of the farm. Since the measurements are done in the entrance region of the farm, the flow above this height is not likely to be significantly

affected. Indeed, at z=D¼1:5, the farm cases only deviate from the clean case at the rear end of the field of view. Between z=D¼0:5 and

z=D¼1, the turbulent transport is higher for the turbine cases than for the AD cases. In the most extreme case, at z=D¼0:75, the magnitude is

almost twice as high for the turbine. Also, from below, there is stronger entrainment in the turbine cases.

In addition to the entrainment by the fluctuations, it is also important to consider the downward transport of MKE by the mean vertical veloc-

ity. In particular, the mean vertical velocity has significant magnitude in the developing region near the beginning of the farm. Therefore,

F IGURE 16 Transport of (A) mean kinetic energy by turbulent fluctuations and (B) mean vertical velocity in the entrainment region over the
first rows of the farm. Note the different scales in (A) and (B).

F IGURE 17 (A) Energy fraction of POD modes and (B) cumulative energy fraction of POD modes.
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Figure 16B shows WðU2
ref�U2Þ=2, where Uref is the undisturbed streamwise velocity at z=D¼3. As expected, and also shown by, for example,

Cortina et al.34 and Segalini and Chericoni,18 mean transport plays a bigger role than turbulent transport of MKE into the entrance region of the

farm (note the different scales of Figure 16A,B). The difference is more pronounced in this work than in Segalini and Chericoni,18 with the trans-

port by the mean velocity being almost an order of magnitude larger. The results are not directly comparable to Segalini and Chericoni's,18 as they

calculate the spanwise average over a farm, including the flow between columns of turbines, while the present results only see the flow directly

above a column. There are only minor differences between the values of the turbine and AD cases (although the differences are as large as the

magnitude of the turbulent transport). Just downstream of the WGOs, at z=D¼0:5, the transport is higher for the turbines than the ADs. The

transport by the mean velocity from below the turbines has not been calculated, as there is no well defined reference velocity at this position. In

all cases, there is net transport of energy into the wake region.

As the transport of MKE is dominated by the mean flow in the entrance region, the differences in the turbulent fluctuations have less impact

in the comparison between ADs and turbines. However, in large farms, this difference balances, and sufficiently far downstream, the turbulent

transport dominates.18,34 In fact, for an infinite farm, only the turbulent transport is present, as there is no mean vertical velocity in the fully

F IGURE 18 The streamwise component of the first four modes in the entrainment region of the 0� cases. The dashed vertical line shows the
position of the second row WGO for the aligned cases.
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developed flow.18 Therefore, the differences in �Uu0w0 are still important when using ADs in large wind farms. Further studies are needed to eval-

uate these parameters farther downstream in wind farms consisting of turbines and ADs.

In the same manner as in the wake region, snapshot POD has been performed on an interrogation window covering the entrainment region.

The field of view is limited by 0:5≤ x=D≤8 and 0:5≤ z=D≤ 1:5. In contrast with the energy content of the modes in the wake region, Figure 17

shows that the first modes of the AD cases are more energetic than the first modes of the turbine cases in the entrainment region. In particular,

the two first modes show higher energy content. For the turbine cases, Modes 2 and 3 have similar energy content, in the same way as the two

first modes have in the wake region.

Figure 18 shows the streamwise component of the first four modes for the 0� cases. It is interesting to note that the farm layout does not

have a major impact on the flow structures, that is, the modes of the aligned and staggered cases do not differ significantly. The first mode is simi-

lar for the four cases, and it is dominated by a single structure spanning from the top of the leading WGO. Since the sign is the same for the entire

interrogation window, this mode represents turbulent structures larger than the field of view. If the energy fraction of the first mode is multiplied

with the integrated turbulent kinetic energy ðk2DÞ in the POD interrogation window, the energy content becomes similar for the first mode of the

different cases, with a value of around k2Dλ1 ¼8:3 for the AD farms and a value of approximately k2Dλ1 ¼9:5 for the turbine cases. This value is a

quantification of the turbulent energy carried by the first mode, and since it has similar values for the ADs and turbines, it shows that the turbu-

lent structures with a scale larger than the interrogation window are not significantly affected by the type of WGO. For the AD cases, the next

couple of modes show structures of decreasing size. This corresponds to a regular turbulent spectrum, where the larger wave numbers carry most

of the energy and smaller structures contain a decreasing amount of energy. For the turbine cases, Modes 2 and 3 are dominated by small, peri-

odic structures. These are ascribed to the tip vortices also seen in Figure 15. As in that figure, there are no traces of tip vortices downstream of

the second row turbine in the aligned farm. This confirms that the flow downstream of the second row WGO is less dependent on the type of

WGO used to model the wind turbines and that it is justifiable to use static models in wind farm modeling. A general breakdown to smaller struc-

tures can be observed in the fourth mode, although traces of the tip vortices can be seen even here. This mode is somewhat similar to the second

mode of the disk cases. The higher integrated TKE in the turbine cases and the observed tip vortices are the main differences between the disk

and turbine farms, whereas the first mode is relatively unaffected by the WGOs.

4 | CONCLUSION

An experimental study on the flow upstream and in the entrance region of wind farms in aligned and staggered layouts has been presented. The

main focus has been on the differences between the farm made of rotating wind turbine models and static wind turbine models (ADs). Through

two-dimensional, two-component PIV, the total field of view covered 20 rotor diameters in the streamwise direction and 4.5 rotor diameters in

the vertical direction.

The results confirm that the global induction, or wind farm blockage, exists and is measurable. However, it is not significantly different

between different farm layouts, nor between ADs and rotating models. Compared to Segalini's29 model, the measured induction is higher than

predicted but within 2% of the undisturbed velocity. The local induction for the leading WGO, however, differs between the AD and turbine

cases, with a higher induction measured for the ADs. This difference is seen from x=D¼�1:5 and closer. In contrast, the wake downstream of a

turbine has a higher total velocity deficit than the wake downstream of a disk, both for the first and second row turbine in the aligned farm.

Energy entrainment by the mean velocity is approximately the same for the different WGOs. However, transport by turbulence is higher for the

turbine case, although with a much smaller magnitude than transport by the mean. Far downstream in a wind farm, it is expected that the turbu-

lent transport dominates,18 and as such, this is an important difference between the WGOs.

The present results only show the flow around the two first rows of WGOs. However, the turbulent wake of the leading WGO reduces

the length of the near wake of the second row WGO. The tip vortices are not visible in the second wake, which is in agreement with the

findings of Segalini and Chericoni.18 Instead, the structures in the wake of the second row AD and turbine are similar. In addition, it has been

shown that the largest turbulent structures in the entrainment region are unaffected by the type of WGO. In sum, this shows that ADs

reproduce the flow in and around a wind farm better than a single AD reproduces the flow around a single turbine. Nonetheless, the ADs and

rotating turbines produce discernibly different results and thus care should be taken when estimating induction with, for instance, RANS

employing ADs.
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